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O n November 5, 2013, India created history by 
becoming the first country in the world to succeed
in a Mars mission in its maiden attempt. So, who

are the people behind the country’s first interplanetary 
mission? And how did they achieve this commendable feat? 

Director Jagan Shakti’s Mission Mangal attempts to 
answer these questions. As the story unfolds, every team
member will be seen finding simple solutions to complex
problems, using a combination of home science techniques
and daily lifehacks. The story highlights the fact that 
Indians can make even seemingly impossible tasks possi-
ble, in ways the world cannot imagine.

The film, which has been co-produced and co-written by
R Balki, features an impressive ensemble cast — Akshay 
Kumar, Vidya Balan, Taapsee Pannu, Sonakshi Sinha,
Kirti Kulhari, Nithya Menen and Sharman Joshi — who
portray real-life space science heroes.

While talking to us recently, Akshay was all praise for his
leading ladies. He said, “The women in Mission Mangal are
the heroes of the film. They have taken it to another level.
The stage is theirs. I am just standing behind them and 
applauding their achievements.”

Mission Mangal, presented by Fox Star Studios, and 
produced by Cape Of Good Films, Hope Productions and Fox
Star Studios, releases on August 15.

L ipstick, check. Handbag,
check.Watch,check.Match-
ing shoes, check. A phone

that complements all of this,check.
She is used to turning heads,set-

ting the ramp ablaze,and firing up
trends. For Sara Ali Khan, style is
everything, and there is no excep-
tion when it comes to her phone.

But the thing that makes it even
more flaunt worthy is the camera.
“For me, camera and design are
the two most important aspects in
a smartphone. And the Vivo S1 is
the perfect amalgamation of both
these aspects. It’s not always about
looking good yourself, but also
about making other things look
great. And no one does it better
than the Vivo S1,” said Sara.

An inspiring tale 
of India’s first
interplanetary 
space mission
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The Mission
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statement 
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Aadarsh to play
a RAW agent in

Gopichand’s 
spy thriller 
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VISHNU MANCHU WANTED TO
LIVE STREAM BABY’S BIRTH 
BUT RETRACTED AFTER WIFEY
VIRANICA ‘THREATENED’ HIM
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*Spend over Rs. 25001- and get a chance to
spin the wheel of fortune to win prizes!
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The most awaited shopping extravaganza is back!
MEGA HONDA 

SHOP & WIN AMAZEBUMPER
*Shop for Rs. 3000/- and more. PRIZE EMT 
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*Win exciting prizes.
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Live Concert
(6pm onwards) 10th August 114th August

MUSARAMBAGH Dinosaur Show
(3pm onwards) 14th August 15th August
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Dinosaur Show BACK I
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Live Concert °
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Live Concert life-sized Walk with (6pm onwards) 15th August o

T&C: The timing and schedule is subject to change. Incase of any dispute the decision by the Mall management will be final and binding. The model and the product picture displayed
for prizes are only for indicative purpose and may vary from actual physical appearance. Two lucky winners across four malls shall win a car each. 
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